#bewellandstitch... a free Heartstring Samplery design by Beth Twist... for those Sheltering in Place
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Grid Size: 83W x 54H
Design Area: 5.79" x 3.71" (81 x 52 stitches)

Legend:
- **CCC** 254 Chesapeake Bay
- **CCC** 255 Mariner’s Compass
- **DMC** 310 black
- **DMC** 3859 rosewood - lt
- **GAF** 0440 Maple Syrup
- **GAF** 7100 Ruby Slipper
- **WDW** 1249 Dirt Road
- **WDW** 2194 Lily Pad

Backstitch Lines:
- _____ CCC-254 Chesapeake Bay
- _____ CCC-255 Mariner’s Compass
- _____ DMC-310 black

You may or may not want to stitch in the little ”COVID19” that I charted above the bird. I wanted to include this as a reminder to myself of the unprecedented time that we are living in and the motivation behind this free chart. You could instead leave that area unstitched, or put in a simple initial and date. This free chart is part of a movement of several of your favorite cross stitch designers hoping to encourage both safe and careful practices, but also wanting to help support the needlework shop businesses whose doors may be temporarily closed by the new federal regulations. In that light, I chose to call for some of the brand new thread colors recently released at the 2020 Nashville Needlework Market. If you also want to try out a lovely new linen color, I recommend Picture This Plus “Vellum” on the count of your choosing.

To find the other free charts in this collaborative series, search the hashtag #bewellandstitch or give your LNS a call.
#bewellandstitch... a free Heartstring Sampey design by Beth Twist... for those Sheltering in Place

AND FOR PETE’S SAKE WASH YOUR HANDS...
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